HISTORY OF THE NAWWABS OF THE CARNATIC
"We had no idea of peace but to expel 3'otir deceitful com-
munity from this land; yet out of regard for the treaty concluded
by the Padshah of the English, our brother dear as life, and the
recommendation of our sincere and devoted General Lawrence
we consent to conclude treaty on the following conditions:
 (1)	the  French  should not  deviate   from   the  path   of
obedience as in the past;
 (2)	they should be friendly with our friends and inimical
towards our enemies;
 (3)	they should not shelter in their town Riza All Khan
the son of Husayn Dost Khan; nor should they have any kind
of relationship with Nandraj or Mttrari Rao;
 (4)	they  should   pay  compensation   for  the  loss  in the
collection of revenue  during the period of the troubles caused
by them;
 (5)	they should recoup the expenses of war and agree to
pay twice the usual peshkash as a penalty for all their misdeeds/'
M. Godeheu agreed to be inimical to the enemies of Hazrat-
i-A'la and friendly to his friends, to pay the usual peshkash, to
commit no mischief in future, to give no shelter in their town
to Riza All Khan and to have no dealings with Nandraj and
Mttrari Rao. But as regards compensation for the loss of
revenue, the meeting of the expenses of war, and the payment
of double the amount of the usual peshkash as a penalty for
misdeeds, he requested immunity from Hazrat-i-Ala through
the recommendation of General Lawrence, the nobles of the
court, and by additional gifts, presents, and rare articles.
After ratifying the conditions of treaty, and accepting the
letter of the French Padshah, the translation of which will be
included, God willing, along with other letters from sultans
and other men, in the course of details in the second book,
Hazrat-i-Ala set free the French prisoners and entrusted them
to M. Godeheu to whom he presented ahorse, khilht, and gave
leave'to proceed to Phulcheri.
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